
LEVEL 1: Welcome to Next Level Leadership
ALG Digital: Introduction & Objectives
Welcome to your journey in Next Level Leadership! Get oriented to the 
program and start meeting the people who will join you on this journey.

 � Create customized welcome message to be crafted  
from the client sponsor

Learning the Jubi Way
It’s time to discover the Jubi way of learning and build your online 
profile in your quest to become a Next Level Leader.

 � What is a Digital Diploma

 � What is Jubi

 � Levels, Quests and Learning Challenges

 � Network and Learning Community

 � Points, Leaderboards, and Gamification

 � To-Do Challenges

 � Opportunities to Inspire

 � Setting Up My Profile

Meet your Learning Guides
Developing your leadership skills is not a solo act. Meet the guides 
who, along with your fellow participants, will help you navigate your 
journey to become a Next Level Leader.

LEVEL 2: Leadership Defined
Introduction to Leadership Defined
Define your personal leadership vision using insights from the experts 
and research on leadership.

What is Leadership
Define leadership as you develop and articulate your personal 
leadership vision.

 � What’s on your card

 � The Level Five leader

 � People do what people see

 � The power of vision

 � Leadership is a conversation

What is Management
Describe the important role that management plays for leaders and 
identify the ways that it is distinct from leadership.

 � Differences between management and leadership

 � What do you manage – Key Management Metrics defined

Leadership Portraits
Gain insight into leadership qualities and traits by exploring the 
biographies of well-known leaders (these 8 portraits are sprinkled 
throughout the content)

 � Leaders in their own words

 � There’s more than one way to lead

 � Introducing exceptional leader qualities

LEVEL 3: Leading Self
Introduction to Leading Self
Learn what it means to “lead yourself” and why this is the  
critical first step toward developing next level leadership skills.

The Role of Emotional Intelligence in Leadership
Understand and develop the skills of self-awareness  
and self-management to better lead yourself.

 � Define Emotional Intelligence and its relationship to performance

 � Identify the real-world impact of EI

 � Defining self-awareness

 � Defining self-management

 � Self-management and the factor of Grit

Developing Self-Awareness
Self-awareness is arguably the most important emotional intelligence 
skill for leaders and coaches. In this quest, you will deepen your focus 
on developing self-awareness – the foundation of emotional intelligence 
– as a core component of effective leadership and coaching.

 � Learning the value of self-awareness

 � Developing self-awareness as a leader

 � Know your emotional triggers

 � Unpacking the emotions from an event

The Value of Getting Feedback
Completing this quest will give you the tools you need to ask for and 
incorporate feedback from others to help you achieve better results.

 � Feedback improves performance

 � The importance and impact of getting feedback

 � How to ask for feedback

 � Self-service 360-degree feedback

LEVEL 4: Leading Others
Introduction to Leading Others
Learn what it means to “lead others” and why it is so important in  
your development as a leader. Throughout the series of quests you  
will learn new strategies and tactics to lead others more effectively.

Building Trust and Connection
Connect with and understand the people you lead.

 � Defining trust

 � The current state of trust

 � “The Speed of Trust”; Competence and Character

 � The business case for trust

The Role of Emotional Intelligence in Leading Others
In this quest, you will use a workplace scenario to illustrate  
the role of emotional intelligence skills in effective coaching.

 � Using self-awareness in leadership and coaching

 � Using self-management in leadership and coaching

 � Using social awareness in leadership and coaching

 � Using relationship management in leadership and coaching

NEXT LEVEL LEADERSHIP
What does it mean to be a leader? What sets apart those who lead? Is it possible to take your leadership to the next level or do 
you simply need to be “born to lead.” Fortunately, leadership skills can be consistently developed over time – but you cannot learn 
them on your own. “Next Level Leadership” will guide you through a process of accelerating your leadership skills so they can 
be immediately applied to your current work. As you work your way toward the goal of earning your digital diploma in Next Level 
Leadership you will be sharing ideas, stories and encouragement with your fellow leaders. Enjoy the journey!

NEXT LEVEL LEADERSHIP: DIGITAL DIPLOMA
Content Overview, Objectives, and Resources



Great Leaders are Great Coaches
Learn and apply coaching principles to increase personal effectiveness 
and improve results.

 � What is coaching

 � The key to effective coaching

 � What does it take to be an effective coach

 � Coaching characteristics

 � Coaching model: Goal, Awareness, Commitment

Goals: Setting the Right Goals
Learn to help others set goals - “This is how we will become champions.”

 � Distinguishing between learning and performance

 � The role of performance goals

 � The importance of learning goals

 � Coaching basics: SMART goals

Awareness: Blind Spots and the Art of Giving Feedback
Effective coaches are a source of clear feedback for those whom they 
coach. This Quest will help you provide feedback that supports and 
enhances performance.

 � The SBI feedback model

 � 10 common mistakes

 � Tackling challenging conversations

 � Feedback is ongoing and frequent

 � Feedback reveals blind spots

Commitment: Accountability and Results
The role of commitment in coaching.

 � Assessing commitment

 � Foundations of Accountability

LEVEL 5: Leading a Team
Introduction to Leading a Team
This level will introduce you to the strategies and tactics you can 
employ to lead your team to greater levels of performance.

Understanding Teams
Describe the characteristics of a high-performing team and the 
obstacles that can hinder performance.

 � Best team experience

 � The leader’s role

 � “The Five Dysfunctions of a Team”

Crafting a Vision
This information and activities in this level will show you how to establish 
and communicate a clear and compelling vision for your team.

 � The power of a clear vision

 � Crafting your vision

 � Leadership is a conversation

Building Trust
Understand “What Trust Is” in the context of a winning team.

 � “You will never know who you can trust until you trust them”

 � Trusting the culture

 � Developing trust among team members

 � Elements of building trust

Demonstrating Courage
Identify the role of courage in leading a team.

 � What is courage

 � Six ways to be a more courageous leader

 � Benefits of candor

 � Impact of courage on performance

 � Tips for having a candid conversation

 � Coaching a team to demonstrate courage

Creating Commitment
In this quest you’ll learn how to create commitment and why commitment 
is critical when leading a team to outstanding performance.

 � What is commitment

 � Impact of commitment

 � Clarity and buy-in

Delivering Results
The pinnacle of leading teams is to deliver team results. Learn how in 
the next quest.

 � Delivering results through people

 � Obstacles to producing team results

 � Steps to increase results

 � Leading a team to deliver skills

LEVEL 6: Continuing the Journey
Summary
Summarize the content of Next Level Leadership; remind participants 
of the resources available and the accomplishments they’ve achieved.

Action Planning and Feedback
Make commitments to continue to apply the lessons learned from  
Next Level Leadership; gather input about the program. What’s next?

Congratulations!
Receiving your diploma, completing the program and continuing  
your development as a leader.

 � Personal Connections Bio
 � EI 2.0 Assessment
 � Setting Expectations Exercise (Leader and Team)
 � Emotional Trigger Log
 � GRIT Assessment
 � Team Visioning
 � Translating Values/Beliefs into Norms/Actions
 � One-on-One Discussion Guide (Motivation-Skills-Relationship)
 � GAC Coaching Model
 � Leadership Lifeline

 � SBI Feedback Model
 � Quantifying Leadership Vision Model 

(What Makes Your Business Go!)
 � Trust Radius
 � Expanded Feelings Vocabulary
 � Candid Conversation Guide
 � Start, Stop, Continue
 � Goal Setting Model
 � Action Planning

RESOURCE SAMPLE - NEXT LEVEL LEADERSHIP:


